
PROCEEDINGS NO.TI/TNPCB/F.0118TTN/RL//TTN/A/2018 DATED: 16/11/2018


2. Proceedings No.: T12 / TNPCB / MISC / 27215 / 05 / TTN, dated: 09.11.2007
4. IR. No.: F.0118TTN / RL / DEE / TTN / 2018, dated: 09.11.2018
5. Board’s (Consent Clearance Committee) Resolution Item No.: 250 – 4, dated: 15.11.2018

CONSENT TO OPERATE FOR EXPANSION is hereby granted under Section 21 of the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 as amended in 1987 (Central Act 14 of 1981) (hereinafter referred to as “The Act”) and the rules and orders made there under to

CHAIRMAN,
M/s. V.O.CHIDAMABARANAR PORT TRUST
S.F No.340/2 341/2 342/2 343/2 344/2 345/2 346/2 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 400/1 400/2 400/3 401 402/1 402/2 402/3 403/1 403/2 403/3 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413/1B of Mullakkadu Village,
MULLAKKADU PART 1 Village,
Thoothukkudi Taluk,
Thoothukkudi District.

Authorizing the occupier to operate the industrial plant in the Air Pollution Control Area as notified by the Government and to make discharge of emission from the stacks/chimneys.

This is subject to the provisions of the Act, the rules and the orders made there under and the terms and conditions incorporated under the Special and General conditions stipulated in the Consent Order issued earlier and subject to the special conditions annexed.

This CONSENT is valid for the period ending March 31, 2019

R. KANNAN
For Member Secretary,
Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board,
Chennai.

To
CHAIRMAN,
M/s.V.O.CHIDAMABARANAR PORT TRUST,
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE, BARATHI NAGAR, TUTICORIN,
Pin: 628004

POLLUTION PREVENTION PAYS
Copy to:
1. The Commissioner, THOOTHUKUDI-Corporation, Thoothukudi Tahal, Thoothukudi District.
2. The District Environmental Engineer, Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board, THOOTHUKUDI.
3. The JCEE-Monitoring, Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board, TIRUNELVELI.
4. File

POLLUTION PREVENTION PAYS

REF: 1. Proceedings No.: T12 / TNPCB / MISC / 27215 / 05 / TTN, dated: 09.11.2007
2. Proceedings No.: T12 / TNPCB / MISC / 27215 / 05 / TTN, dated: 09.11.2007
4. IR. No.: F.0118T'TN / RL / DEE / TTN / 2018, dated: 09.11.2018
5. Board’s (Consent Clearance Committee) Resolution Item No.: 250 – 4, dated: 15.11.2018

CONSENT TO OPERATE FOR EXPANSION is hereby granted under Section 25 of the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 as amended in 1988 (Central Act, 6 of 1974) (hereinafter referred to as “The Act”) and the rules and orders made thereunder to

CHAIRMAN,
M/s. V.O.CHIDAMABARANAR PORT TRUST
S.F No.340/2 341/2 342/2 343/2 344/2 345/2 346/2 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 790 400/1 400/2 400/3 401 402/1 402/2 402/3 403/1 403/2 403/3 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413/1B of Mullakkadu Village & 392/1 392/2 392/3 393 & 394 of Tuticorin Village, MULLAKKADU PART 1 Village, Thoothukudi Taluk, Thoothukudi District.

Authorising the occupier to make discharge of sewage and/or trade effluent.

This is subject to the provisions of the Act, the rules and the orders made thereunder and the terms and conditions incorporated under the Special and General conditions stipulated in the Consent Order issued earlier and subject to the special conditions annexed.

This CONSENT is valid for the period ending March 31, 2019.

R. KANNAN
Digitally signed by R. KANNAN
Date: 2018.12.16 12:21:28 +05:30
For Member Secretary,
Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board, Chennai

To
CHAIRMAN,
M/s. V.O.CHIDAMABARANAR PORT TRUST,
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE, BARATHI NAGAR, TUTICORIN,
Pin: 628004

POLLUTION PREVENTION PAYS
Copy to:
1. The Commissioner, THOOTHKUDI-Corporation, Thoothukudi Taluk, Thoothukudi District.
2. The District Environmental Engineer, Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board, THOOTHKUDI.
3. The JCEE-Monitoring, Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board, TIRUNELVELI.
4. File